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PHCG Is a Rapidly Growing Cannabis Conglomerate that has a PatentPending Innovation that Enables Legal Delivery of THC Edibles to all
50 U.S. States. This is a Potentially Industry-Disruptive Innovation
that Could Lead to Massive Future Licensing Opportunities for PHCG.

Summary and Investment Opportunity

• Pure Harvest Corporate Group is a Rapidly Growing Cannabis Conglomerate based in Colorado
Pure Harvest Corporate Group seeks to become a national brand powerhouse and a cannabis product
innovator in an industry that has typically grown based solely on commodity products and single-state
operations. The Company employs an “acquire and integrate” approach whereby it uses primarily equity
to acquire high-potential operating cannabis businesses. Since 2018 the Company has made five such
acquisitions, some of which are now hitting new records in sales each quarter. Furthermore, its Test Kitchen
subsidiary has patent-pending process technology that allows it to deliver edibles and quaffables containing
recreationally-relevant levels of hemp-derived THC into all 50 U.S. States and territories.
• PHCG's Test Kitchen Subsidiary Develops Health & Wellness Cannabis Products and Related IP
Test Kitchen has developed a patent-pending method for purifying THC from hemp-derived “mother liquor,”
(raffinate) a traditional waste product made by CBD hemp extraction processes. U.S. law defines hemp as
cannabis that contains less than 0.3% THC by dry weight, and fairly solid legal precedent suggests that
higher concentrations are allowed in “interim step products” as long as the final consumer products such as
those produced by Test Kitchen contain less than 0.3% hemp-derived THC by dry weight. We believe this
is potentially an industry-disruptive technology that could create national licensing opportunities such as
that represented by the Stevia – Coca-Cola license. Stevia’s annual revenues from licensing almost reached
$1 billion on a global basis in 2020.
• Pure Harvest Colorado is Rapidly Gaining Dominance in its First Local Market of Dumont, CO
Another PHCG subsidiary known as Pure Harvest Colorado (PHCO) is a successful and rapidly growing
marijuana producer, processor, isolate extractor, and retailer based in Dumont, CO. The owner of six CO
medicinal and recreational cannabis production and sales licenses, PHCO is rapidly expanding all aspects
of its production, extraction, and wholesale/retail sales operations, and recently posted another record
revenue month. PHCO has big expansion plans for additional cultivation and extraction processing capacity
this year, and overall is on a rapid growth trajectory.
• We Believe that PHCG's Unique Approach to the Cannabis Industry Should be More Highly Valued
Pure Harvest Corporate Group is a rather unique company in our experience. It is led by a successful former
M&A executive who knows how to leverage the value of public equity to make accretive acquisitions. It
has a subsidiary that could have a true blockbuster product in patent-pending Compound 612. It owns
a rapidly-growing CO-based cannabis cultivator/extractor/retailer/wholesaler that should provide strong
cash flow this year. And perhaps most importantly, based on our financial model and forecasts, it appears
to be significantly undervalued versus its peer group.
We are guardedly optimistic that PHCG could have 10-Bagger (1000%) return potential over the coming two to
three years, and are quite confident that it is now undervalued based solely on its current subsidiaries and their
likely performance over the next 12 to 24 months. Therefore, based on the aggregation of the two valuation
methodologies we employed in our analysis of PHCG, we are initiating research coverage with a Buy Rating,
and a 12-month price target of $0.92, representing potential appreciation of approximately 110% from current
levels. Furthermore, if Q1 ’21 and Q2 '21 numbers confirm our investment thesis with additional solid financial
performance data, we would consider upgrading our research rating to a Strong Buy and raising our price target
to significant degree. Note that we based our analysis solely on publicly-available information in the 10-K.
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Industry Background
The United States stepped into the cannabis era when Colorado and Washinton State first legalized recreational marijuana
sales back in 2012. Since that time, we have seen a grass roots movement in all 50 states to legalize marijuana for both
medicinal and recreational use. Certainly, the passing of the Farm Bill of 2018 took the country a step closer to what we feel
is an almost foregone conclusion: marijuana will become legal for adults to purchase and use for any reason they desire, in
*almost* every state in the nation. But we’re not there yet.

Source: www.disa.com

Legalization Level by State for Marijuana Use as of April of 2021
As can be seen in the map above, 17 U.S. states have now fully legalized marijuana, including the densely populated states of
New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, Michigan, Illinois, and most importantly, California. California alone represents 12%
of the U.S. population, and in the aggregate the 17 “fully legal” states account for 36.5% of the country’s population. 11
more states have decriminalized marijuana and made it available for medicinal use, and another 14 have authorized medical
use only. Two more have decriminalized marijuana, leaving just six U.S. states that still consider any possession or use of
marijuana to be a crime. However, it is very important to note that marijuana is still listed as a Schedule I narcotic with the
DEA, making its use illegal everywhere in the United States under federal law. At some point, we believe, this state/federal
legal contradiction will need to be resolved.
We believe that the states will likely continue their current path of marijuana decriminalization, legalization for medical
purposes, and eventual full legalization for recreational use. However, we do not have a good sense of what the federal
government will do on this issue – or when it will do it – although the recent presidential regime change in our view makes
full federal legalization more likely in the near-term than it would otherwise have been. We could even see the passage
of the MORE Act, which passed the House but died in Senate committee during 2020. If this act becomes law, marijuana
will become fully legal federally and all those convicted of marijuana-related crimes will be released from prison (if they are
currently incarcerated) and have their legal records expunged of all marijuana-related crimes. We believe there is a reasonably
good chance the MORE act will become law during the next two years, possibly even during the 2021 congress.
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Also, notably, in recent years we have seen a movement to decriminalize or outright legalize the Psilocybe genus of mushrooms
and their extracts, namely psilcybin and psilocyn, and in fact Oregon made them fully legal on May 26th of 2020. We expect
more legalization will occur in this space over time, thus opening up the possibility for an entirely new class of consumer
products that PHCG’s Test Kitchen subsidiary may develop and produce.

The Cannabis Plant and the Hemp and Marijuana It Produces

There are three species of cannabis known to science: Cannabis Sativa, Cannabis Indica, and Cannabis Ruderalis, as well as a
variety of hybrid strains primarily based on a mix of Cannabis Sativa and Cannabis Indica.

Cannabis Sativa

The Cannabis Sativa plant can grow to be nearly 20 feet high at maturity, and is comprised of a thick, extremely tough, fibrous
central stalk from which shoot leaf-producing stems at highly regular intervals, giving the cannabis plant a form similar to
that of many other plants of its approximate size and climate range (e.g. bamboo, technically a grass). Also like many other
plants, cannabis sativa produces flowers on a seasonal basis, which tend to be fairly dry and small, occurring mainly on the
tops of the plants. Cannabis Sativa is the primary strain used in hemp cultivation, although it is also important in marijuana
cultivation as well.

Cannabis Indica

The Cannabis Indica plant tends to be a much broader and shorter plant than Cannabis Sativa, and it has a maturation cycle of
just 90-120 days vs. as much as 180 days for Cannabis Sativa. As can be clearly seen in the diagram above, Cannabis Indica
has a much larger leaf than does its close relative in the cannabis family, and its buds tend to be stickier and larger than those
of Cannabis Sativa, indicating its much higher THC content. Cannabis Indica and hybrids of Cannabis Indica and Cannabis
Sativa are the standard source of the world’s marijuana. Note that Cannabis Ruderalis is also a member of the cannabis family,
although it has no commercial, recreational, or medicinal uses of which we are aware.

Marijuana Grow Operation

Hemp Farm

So, although both marijuana and hemp come technically from the same species, namely Cannabis Sativa, they are given
different legal treatment and have in fact very different chemical compositions. How can this be?
Over the millennia that humans have cultivated cannabis, they bred the plant to better serve the use to which they put it. One
such use that is still in practice today is in the manufacture of rope and other textiles, based on the exceptionally strong fibers
found in the cannabis plants’ central stalks. The other primary use for cannabis that evolved through the ages was based on
chemicals found in the cannabis bud; the buds were either eaten or smoked for their analgesic or general relaxant properties,
and in recent decades often simply to laugh a lot, get the munchies, and have an overall good time.
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Much like using selective breeding to create modern-day corn from a grass that originally had an “ear” only about one-half
inch long, over the millennia humans have used “artificial selection” to make each successive generation of the cannabis plant
a little better for its intended use. In the case of ropemaking, this meant that the cannabis plants became stronger and more
fibrous over time; an unintended side effect of this selective breeding was that the cannabis plants grew smaller and smaller
buds and contained less THC, marijuana’s primary psychoactive compound. This strain of Cannabis Sativa came to be known
simply as “hemp.” For the plant’s other main use, growers used time-honored breeding techniques to cause the opposite:
larger, more chemically powerful buds that made each plant more medicinally valuable at harvest time. These plants and
the especially the large, pungent, chemically powerful buds they produced came to be known as marijuana, although they
were still of the Cannabis Sativa species. Note that Cannabis Indica is solely used to source different but also very powerful
marijuana buds.
The salient difference between these two types of cannabis plants is the mix of chemicals each contains; the newest genetically
engineered marijuana buds consist of as much as 20% THC by dry weight, whereas whole hemp plants consist of no more
than 0.3% THC by dry weight (by law). Since THC is the chemical responsible for the intoxicating effect of ingesting cannabis,
this is an extremely important distinction from both a functional and a regulatory perspective.

Health Benefits and Risks

Currently, the two primarily sought-after ingredients in cannabis are THC and CBD, although CBG and terpenes are also in
demand. Although these compounds co-occur in both hemp and marijuana, their functions are quite different. THC makes
consumers feel high, in a good mood, and often very hungry, which is why marijuana is so frequently given to AIDS and cancer
patients who struggle with weight loss due to a very low appetite. CBD, on the other hand, does not make consumers high,
but rather feel in many cases less stressed, relaxed, and perhaps able to fall asleep more quickly.
While we do not believe that there is any doubt that both marijuana and hemp offer consumers real health and wellness
benefits, this issue has been and still is hotly debated between cannabis advocates and those who wish to keep cannabis
illegal. Notably, in 2018 the FDA approved a drug called Epidiolex for the treatment of rare forms of epilepsy, and Epidiolex
consists entirely of marijuana-derived CBD.
One relevant health issue is not hotly debated: smoking any of these plants can cause cancer and a host of other lung
problems. While smoking is still the most popular form of ingestion at this time, edible routes of administration are rapidly
gaining ground, according to a New York Times article published last July. We believe that the trend towards healthier
administration methods, such as edibles and quaffables, will continue for the foreseeable future.

The Cannabis Industry and its Components

There are myriad businesses involved in cultivating, processing, and selling cannabis, as well as many others in fields such as
IT, legal, accounting, and banking that serve them. These companies typically fall into one of the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cannabis cultivators (i.e., farms), many of which are indoor-only “high-tech” growers
Biotech companies producing “improved” strains of hemp through DNA modification
Cannabis/CBD/THC product manufacturers of ingestible, topical, and pharmaceutical products
Cannabis-related product packagers, distributors, and retailers
CBD and THC extraction and purification laboratories and producers
Cannabis-related seed-to-sale security, accounting, compliance, and transaction processing systems
Cannabis-specialized research, consulting, media, legal, and accounting firms
Finance and commercial banking service offerings for cannabis-related companies

As is readily apparent by the depth and breadth of this list, cannabis is big business in the United States; not just for farmers
and vendors, but for many, many other professions as well. But how big is it, really?
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Total Industry Size, Cannabis

Estimates of the total size of this industry in the U.S. range from $14 billion per year to over $50 billion per year, and most
industry pundits agree that this size is likely to more than double by the year 2030. More specifically, in the State of Colorado
last year, consumers spent approximately $400 million on medical marijuana, and four times that much ($1.6 billion) on
recreational marijuana. Colorado represents just 1.75% of the nation’s total population. You can do the math – it is a very,
very large industry and one that is still growing quite rapidly.

Conclusion

Cannabis is a plant that humans have made use of since before the dawn of recorded history. It grows on every continent
other than Antarctica and is here to stay. The new attitudes of the younger generations have finally brought cannabis into
the mainstream, and we do not believe that this trend is likely to reverse itself. In terms of the Company, this means that
PHCG has quite a tailwind at its back, with its innovative new products, a focus on building national brands, and its position
in a rapidly developing and growing space. We think that this bodes very well for PHCG’s future financial results and, most
likely, for its future valuation as well.
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Company Analysis

Pure Harvest Corporate Group is led by mergers and acquisitions veteran Matt Gregarek who is pursuing an acquisition-based
strategy to build a vertically integrated cannabis brand and manufacturing powerhouse. Over the last two years, the Company
has made several strategic acquisitions – in our view, most of them good – and is planning to continue in its acquisitiveness
for the foreseeable future. The Company’s primary operating subsidiaries include a rapidly growing cultivation/extraction
and wholesaling/retailing operation in Dumont Colorado, and its Test Kitchen subsidiary that recently filed what could be
a game-changing patent application and very large opportunity for the Company. The Company also has operations in
Michigan, a minority investment in a renewable energy company using solar to reduce lighting costs, and owns a portfolio of
several highly technical patents created by very successful inventor James Brown.
The Company is based in Greenwood Village, Colorado, and trades on the OTCQB market under the symbol PHCG.

Source: Pure Harvest Corporate Group (PHCG)

Because of the way in which the Company is organized, we must first discuss the most important component parts of the
enterprise before we can holistically assess the Company and its likely future value.

Sofa King Medicinal Wellness / Pure Harvest Colorado

Currently the Company’s largest source of revenues and cash flow, the SKM/PHCO subsidiary operates a marijuana
cultivation and pharmaceutical-grade extraction facility (SKM) as well as a cannabis dispensary (PHCO) based in the small
town of Dumont, Colorado, located just under 40 miles west of Denver’s I-70 / I-25 intersection. The Company’s facility is
strategically located just off Interstate 70 on the only east-west access exit on the Denver side of the Roosevelt Tunnel. This
is the primary highway that links the Denver metro area to the mountainous recreational areas to the west, including Vail,
Breckenridge, and other popular skiing, rafting, cycling, hiking, and camping areas. The exit itself has daily traffic of more than
20,000 westbound vehicles.
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Although there are two other dispensaries in Dumont, the Company’s dispensary has a superior location that is much larger
than those of its competitors. Not only is PHCG’s dispensary most conveniently located for access by Interstate Highway
travelers, but it is also surrounded by high-draw food and beverage retailers such as Taco Bell, Subway, and Starbucks, and
is located across the street from the only gas station at the exit. The Company also indicates that it is price-competitive in
all product categories versus its two local competitors. Furthermore, management has recently received permitting approval
for a large (50 ft.) lighted sign that will sit out on the main access road, which should significantly increase the location’s draw
and foot traffic (see below).

Sofa King Medicinal Wellness / Pure Harvest Colorado – Strategic Store Location
The Pure Harvest dispensary has experienced consistent sales growth since it opened in May of 2020, even during this past
January, which is typically the slowest month of the year for cannabis dispensaries in the area. In the fourth quarter of 2020,
Pure Harvest Colorado generated approximately $430,000 in total sales, with approximately $260,000 (60%) of that coming
from wholesale sales and $170,000 (40%) coming from retail sales. Given its current and likely future monthly sales growth
rate, we believe that Pure Harvest Colorado could generate as much as $16.9 million in 2022 sales and $19.6 million in 2023
sales.
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Dispensary Comparison, Facilities and Google User Ratings

High-Level Health Dispensary

Strawberry Fields Dispensary

Pure Harvest Colorado Dispensary

Future Plans
The Company hopes to soon expand into a much larger cultivation facility, with a potential first harvest occurring just before
or during the 2021 holiday season. This new facility will be very important to the Company’s processing and distillation
operation in Dumont, as according to management it is currently experiencing greater demand for its products than it can
currently satisfy. It also has near-term plans to add additional signage that will dramatically raise the store’s visual profile
(see below). Longer term, the Company hopes to expand its brand and operations into additional markets in Colorado or
elsewhere.
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Future Signage, Pure Harvest Colorado Location #1

Subsidiary Leadership

Neale Gibbons, CEO, Pure Harvest Colorado
Neale is an original Colorado marijuana license holder and renowned speaker who has been active in the cannabis industry
on several continents since 1996. He studied at several universities on both the east & west coast earning several degrees
including a Bachelor of Science from Weber State University. Prior to setting up cultivation, extraction, and retail store
businesses in Colorado in 2013, Neale got an early start in California’s medical cannabis market providing his expertise for
several large companies with a focus on cultivation and sustainable practices. As Chief Executive Officer for Pure Harvest
Colorado, Neale oversees all aspects of production & expansion while exploring new opportunities to broaden PHCG’s
portfolio in its multi-state operations and beyond. Neale is also involved in research & development for PHCG’s patent
portfolio. A one-time collegiate athlete in both soccer and ice hockey, Neale was also a professional snowboarder in his
younger days. Today he is an avid mountain biker, rock climber, surfer, snowboarder, mountaineer, and general adventurer.

Test Kitchen / Pure Harvest Hemp

Although Pure Harvest Colorado is the most important current revenue driver for the Company as of its last reported quarter,
we believe that Test Kitchen is the real future of PHCG. Unlike Pure Harvest Colorado, which is a solid and growing small
business with the typical growth potential associated with such businesses, in our opinion Test Kitchen has the potential to
become extremely large both in terms of sales volume and ultimate value.
As its name implies, Test Kitchen’s purpose is to research and bring to market innovative health and wellness products
that improve overall quality of life for its customers. These products will likely contain some combination of THC, other
cannabinoids such as CBD and CBG, terpenes, and extracts from other plants and fungi, possibly to include the Psilocybe
family of mushrooms and their extracts at some point in the future.
However, we believe that most of Test Kitchen’s potential lies in its patent-pending Compound 612. Although the intricacies
of this method patent are beyond the scope of this report, the basic idea of it is that the Company has developed a method
of extracting and using fully legal, hemp-derived THC in consumer products such as gummies, chews, shots, and other edible/
quaffable products. Because the THC in Compound 612 is derived from hemp, and because its concentration in all of Test
Kitchen’s products is well below 0.3% by dry weight, the Company and its legal counsel believe that Test Kitchen can freely
and legally sell products containing Compound 612 in all 50 U.S. states and U.S. territories. This effectively allows it to
circumvent the prohibition of sales of products containing THC for recreational use in “non-recreational” states, which include
33 U.S. states that represent 63.5% of the total U.S. population (approximately 208.5 million U.S. citizens).
If Test Kitchen’s patent proves to be the first of its kind filed with the USPTO and is ultimately granted, it will most certainly
create a plethora of opportunities for Test Kitchen in terms of branded product sales, white label sales, and IP-licensing
opportunities. While this result is far from certain at this point, the Company has employed the Hoban Law Group’s Garrett
O. Graff to evaluate both its patent filing and the legality of its distribution plans. Based on our reading of his analysis, we
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believe his conclusions were quite favorable to the Company in this regard, although not without certain caveats pertaining
to current inconsistencies in federal vs. state law. Also, note that even without a patent, Test Kitchen can still build successful
national brands based on Compound 612.
Based on Mr. Graff’s legal review, and on our understanding that the ultimate award of this patent is far from certain, we
will proceed with an explanation of the Company’s plans and their likely ramifications if the patent is indeed granted as the
Company hopes and believes it will be.
PHCG’s CEO Matt Gregarek’s vision for Test Kitchen is to build a national/international cannabis products brand and
manufacturing powerhouse, with both its own proprietary brands as well as extensive wholesale white label product sales.
Assuming that its patent application is eventually awarded, the Company would have an extremely significant competitive
advantage in the recreational marijuana/hemp industry, namely that its products would be protected by the federal 2018
Farm Bill’s legalization of hemp that pre-empts any and all state-level and local-level legislation. Effectively this would give
the Company the ability to build national brands – either its own or those of its white label customers – while the rest of the
legal marijuana industry would be forced to build its brands on a state-by-state basis. It would also create very large licensing
opportunities with national and international beverage and snack manufacturers.
Ultimately, we believe that the legal cannabis industry – pertaining to both CBD and THC – will mature and consolidate
around a few trusted national brands, much as we currently see in the alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage industries. If
the company can license its then-patented technology to major existing beverage companies while simultaneously building
its own and its customers’ national brands – while its competitors are forced to slog through state-level regulatory processes
to expand into additional state markets – then this would constitute an extremely large advantage for the Company. In our
view, under this scenario, this would position the Company for a nine figure or even ten figure acquisition at some point in
the not-too-distant future.
While this scenario is far from certain at this point, we believe that it is likely enough to assign a much higher value to PHCG’s
shares than that which the markets are currently assigning to them.

Test Kitchen’s Leadership Team

Donnie Emmie, Chief Executive Officer and PHCG Director
Utilizing his Wall Street investment banking background and more than 17 years of legal experience, he advises major cannabis
brands, celebrity brands, and publicly traded companies. Donnie currently serves as a board member for large cannabis
businesses, financial institutions, and as a strategic advisor to many companies - extending well beyond the provision of
traditional legal services. Since 2015, Donnie has represented the nation’s largest marijuana banking financial institution,
both as a legal and strategic business advisor, and was fortunate to be asked to author the legal chapter in the foremost
authority on marijuana banking, Navigating Safe Harbor: Cannabis Banking in a time of Uncertainty.
In recent years, Donnie has assisted in building the nation’s first cannabis transaction escrow company and has participated
in multiple capital raise projects. He has been a strategic and legal advisor on more than $100 Million in cannabis transactions
and mergers and acquisition activity, both domestic and internationally. Currently, Donnie is providing strategic business and
legal advice on cutting edge cannabis technology, investment funds, and investment strategies for private equity companies.
In addition to his corporate and transactional experience, Donnie has successfully litigated more than 100 cases throughout
the United States and abroad, both within and without the cannabis industry, particularly focused on securities litigation,
multi-district business and corporate disputes, intellectual property disputes, and patent infringement litigation.
Dr. James Rouse, N.M.D., Chief Medical Officer
Dr. James Rouse is a primary care trained integrative clinician, and expert in epigenetics, functional, regenerative, and lifestyle
medicine. He is the author of 13 books on human potential, proactive aging, and mind-body wellbeing. He was a founding
faculty member for the Institute for Functional Medicine. He has presented to audiences across the world, sharing the stage
with notables such as Sir Richard Branson, Steve Wozniak, Dr. Mehmet Oz, Dr. Deepak Chopra, Arnold Schwarzenegger,
and many others. As a leading human performance expert, he has worked with professional franchises in the NFL, NBA, and
MLB, along with Fortune 10 to 100 Companies including Google, Whole Foods, Tegna Media, Coca Cola, Ball Aerospace
and more. Dr. James has created products that have been used at Dana Farber Cancer Research Hospital, MD Anderson,
and Harvard Medical School. Dr. James is a seasoned and successful entrepreneur who has founded companies in media,
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consumer packaged goods, nutraceuticals and sustainable living-that have collectively generated over $250mm in sales. A
proven salesman, Dr. James’ annual sales exceeded $50mm during the five years he served as the on-air medical/wellness
expert for QVC.
Amanda Bowman, Chief Operating Officer
Amanda is a pioneer in the hemp and CBD world. As an early member of an award-winning and leading manufacturer of highquality full-spectrum hemp extracts and CBD oil, she crafted robust compliance programs accredited by perfect scores on all
GMP and Food Safety audits. As a member of ASTM International Cannabis Committee and Colorado Department of Health
CHAMP Initiative, Amanda has a hand in paving the way for the industry and determining fundamentals rules to monitor
best industry practices. As CEO of Pure Harvest Hemp, Amanda leads the company with a passion for creating innovative
industry-leading products. She incorporates detailed organizational strategies to increase productivity and safety, ensures
manufacturing is FDA compliant, and that consumer products meet the highest level of quality and regulatory standards.
Amanda is an advocate for health and wellness and personal growth. She enjoys traveling, outdoor adventures, practicing
yoga, and spending quality time with her friends and family.

Conclusion, Test Kitchen

In our view, Test Kitchen represents a relatively high risk, incredibly high reward venture. PHCG’s Test Kitchen has clearly
assembled a solid leadership team, developed an excellent business strategy, and owns a technology that if and when patented
could clearly be worth $1 billion or more to the right acquirer. We therefore heavily base our valuation analysis of PHCG on
our analysis of Test Kitchen’s current value on a risk-adjusted basis. Although there are significant operating, financing, and
competitive risks in this subsidiary’s business model, we feel that the potential value here more than compensates investors
for these risks.

Pure Harvest Michigan (PHM)

PHCG originally agreed to take a 51% ownership stake in How Smooth It is, Inc. in January of 2020, for a total investment
of $3,000,000 ($1.5 million was paid, funded through the issuance of convertible debt), and 7,000,000 shares of restricted
PHCG stock to be issued after PHCG received approval to operate a marijuana business in Michigan. At that time, PHM had
a 5,000 sq. foot kitchen / manufacturing facility and was in the process of applying for a Michigan license to produce medical
marijuana products. How Smooth It Is received its medical marijuana processor license and began producing products soon
thereafter.
On July 29, 2020, prior to consummating the transaction, PHCG terminated its acquisition agreement in return for a payment
of $2.15 million, but unfortunately the minority owners did not make good on this deal, and so offered a $5,000 daily payment
until they could make good on it, backed by a personal guarantee by the Founder Leonard Cusenza. In December 2020, PHCG
and How Smooth It Is renegotiated their arrangement. Under the terms of the new agreement, How Smooth It Is agreed to pay
PHCG $2.75 million by March 31, 2021, with the option to extend the payment date to July of 2021. The debt was formalized
in a promissory note bearing 8% interest and secured by all the assets of How Smooth It Is. The Founder was also required
to personally guarantee this new contract with personal assets that have an estimated liquidation value of $1.2 million. The
Founder has thus far made the required $18,000 monthly interest payments to PHCG on schedule and the payment date was
extended to July 31, 2021. If How Smooth It Is defaults on the promissory note, then PHCG would immediately be able to
foreclose on the assets of How Smooth It Is plus have a strong legal claim on all of the Founder’s personal assets.

Conclusion, PHM

Based on the subsidiary’s payment history to date, we feel that PHCG is at least 50% likely to foreclose on How Smooth It
Is on or before August 1, and to be forced to begin seizing the Founder’s personal assets at this time. In preparation for this
eventuality, PHCG has created an operating team that could step in and run the business on its behalf. Since the Company
now has both medicinal and recreational licenses to operate in Michigan and is currently operating a production facility that
can manufacture products for sale in Michigan, we would not view this as a negative result for PHCG. However, we would
feel equally positive if How Smooth It Is and its Founder fulfill their obligations under the promissory note, as that would
create a substantial injection of capital for PHCG to deploy in its Colorado and Test Kitchen operations.
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DC Energy Group (DCEG)

DCEG is a 40% owned minority subsidiary of PHCG. DC Energy Group uses innovative and patented new technologies
that enable daytime solar energy to be captured and then reemitted via energy-efficient light-emitting diodes (LEDs) at
wavelengths that are useful for cannabis cultivation. However, the Company’s current business focus is bringing its energysaving products to both commercial buildings and cannabis grow operations, as both are large consumers of electricity from
the grid. As a minority owned subsidiary, DCEG’s operating results will not flow through the PHCG’s P&L, and since it is
unlikely to pay dividends during our financial forecasting time horizon, we do not foresee its operations having any effect on
the Company’s earnings for at least the next three years. If it is successful in growing its business to a real extent, however,
it could represent an asset with a significant sale value at some point in the future.
Because of these factors, we have not included DCEG in our valuation analysis, but its potential value in an asset sale is
worthy of at least some consideration by prospective PHCG investors.

The IP Portfolio (Wholly owned PHIPCO, LLC)

In late January of this year, after an eighteen-month courting process, the Company was able to sign retired and ultrasuccessful inventor James Brown to the Company’s innovation team, and in the processes acquired four existing U.S. Patents
and four U.S. Patent applications. Mr. Brown has been awarded 48 patents for his inventions during the course of his career,
which include among many others a patent pertaining to a substance that absorbs sunlight during the daytime and then reemits the sunlight’s energy during the nighttime hours at wavelengths that are useful for indoor cultivation operations.
The four patents the Company acquired in this hiring/purchase transaction have “numerous applications in various industries,
including Agriculture, Renewable Energy, Health & Wellness, Manufacturing, Construction, and Transportation.” The
Company plans to use these patents and the expertise of Mr. Brown in a wide variety of industries for both the creation of
standalone products and to improve certain aspects of pre-existing already-commercialized products. This is consistent with
the Company’s strategy of ongoing innovation, but only partially consistent with its focus on the cannabis sector.
We have not added any company value from this subsidiary to our valuation estimates, but based on the excitement conveyed
to us by Matt Gregarek, the Company’s CEO, we believe that this subsidiary will act as a lottery ticket of sorts, but one with a
fairly high (albeit unquantified) expected value. We are actually fairly optimistic about the value that the Company may/will
derive over the long-term from this IP acquisition and the personal relatinship that comes with it.

Pure Harvest’s Overarching Strategy

We believe that the Company has thus far done a good job in assembling a potentially synergistic group of portfolio
companies that in the aggregate both produce solid current cash flow and give the Company a tremendous potential upside.
Our conversations with management clearly indicate that the Company believes that its initial successes in acquiring solid
companies at reasonable valuations is just beginning, and they seem fairly sanguine about their near-term prospects for
making one or more valuable acquisitions in this space. What those will be, however, remains to be seen.

Sales and Marketing

Since the Company’s primary two operating businesses are so categorically different in what they do, it is very difficult to
have a general discussion of the parent Company’s sales and market strategy. In its Colorado processing and sales operation,
management is taking what we believe are the correct steps to make the subsidiary even more successful in the near future.
Test Kitchen, however, is a bit more complicated.
Test Kitchen is angling to establish itself as a health and wellness research and products development company that uses
innovative combinations of all-natural ingredients to create quality of life enhancements for its customers. This is a bold
strategy, and if Test Kitchen can execute on it as planned, we believe it will indeed become very successful. However, its
ultimate strategy is in our view going to heavily depend on its patent filing and its eventual award or denial. If it cannot get the
patent that it is seeking, we still believe that the subsidiary’s strong team and multi-pronged approach to product development
would likely allow it to achieve an entirely respectable level of business success, including through sales of Compound 612.
However, if it is awarded the patent on Compound 612 that would allow it and it alone to send hemp-derived THC products
into all 50 states, then its strategy surely will be to aggressively leverage this via large IP licensing deals as well as through
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national marketing and branding campaigns.
In summary, we are very excited about the potential here but will just have to wait and see how the Company fares with the
USPTO.
Although we do not give it much weight in our valuation analysis, it is worthy to note that PHCG’s Michigan operations do
have quite a bit of potential. Michigan has a much larger market for cannabis products than Colorado does, and at least at this
point it is more difficult to operate in Michigan from a legal / red-tape perspective. Since Pure Harvest Michigan is already
preapproved to acquire its medicinal and recreational licenses and has an approved manufacturing facility, this could prove to
be an excellent market for the Company over the coming months and quarters.

PHCG Corporate Leadership Team

As any seasoned and successful early-stage investor will tell you, a young Company’s team is both its greatest asset and by far
the best indicator of its likelihood to become extremely successful. Understanding this very well, Matt has an intense focus
on finding and bringing on the highest quality talent he can.
Matthew D. Gregarek, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer
Mr. Gregarek has decades of capital markets experience and has extensive knowledge of the small-cap segment of the market.
He is the founder and managing partner of GKG Investments, a highly successful private equity fund that has founded and has
assisted with early-stage financing for multiple highly successful public cannabis companies. Matt has been with the Company
since initially taking the Company public and continues to serve as the CEO and Chairman of Pure Harvest Corporate Group.
David Burcham, Director, President
David Burcham is a Colorado native and former Senior Manager at a prominent Colorado bank who started a successful
Denver-based real estate development company in 2013. In July 2018, David teamed up with a well-respected chemist to
build an advanced, pharmaceutical grade CBD extraction company called EdenFlo, LLC, based in Aurora, CO. EdenFlo was
acquired by Pure Harvest in 2020 and Mr. Burcham was named President of Pure Harvest and a member of the Board of
Directors.
Peyton Bowman, COO
Peyton Bowman is an operations and business management expert with leadership experience across private equity,
management consulting, and industry from startups to Fortune 100 global firms.
Prior to Pure Harvest Corporate Group, he was Executive Vice President of Portfolio Operations at Dorilton Capital, a lower
middle and middle market, direct investment family office in New York City. There, he built the operations practice division
and headed eight portfolio company management teams, where he identified revenue generation, cost-savings, and earnings
increasing opportunities. He led the due diligence, integration, and continuous improvement teams and also designed and
implemented the internal operating structure in the capital group, which served as the backbone of growth from single digit
to a headcount of over 100 top professionals.
Before moving into private equity, Peyton was a member of Ernst & Young’s Supply Chain and Operations practice where
he delivered value to Fortune 500 clients across multiple industries including companies like Coca-Cola, Pernot Ricard, Dow
Chemical, and Goodyear. He gained his MBA from IE Business School in Madrid, Spain, a Master’s in Supply Chain & Logistics
from MIT, and a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering from his native University of Arkansas.
Alex Gleuckler, CFO
In his role as Chief Financial Officer of Pure Harvest Corporate Group (OTCQB: PHCG), Alex will have the primary responsibilities
of planning, implementing, managing, and running the financials activities for the company. Alex’s initial entry into the cannabis
space began as many do—in a hyper-growth environment. After beginning his career as an accountant at CliftonLarsonAllen,
Alex left the top 10 CPA firm to work at Athletes’ Performance, Inc (now known as EXOS). Two years later, he was recruited to
join an exciting new team as their start-up CFO of Tryke Companies, which quickly became one of the largest private cannabis
businesses in the southwest, Reef Dispensaries. In 2016, he took a role as COO/CFO for a private holdings company, Modern
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Flower, where the organization expanded from one medical marijuana company to six, and eventually merged with the largest
branded cannabis company in Arizona, Harvest, to become Harvest Health & Recreation (CSE: HARV, OTCQX: HRVSF). In
2017, Alex led the strategy and sales of a new ERP software solution for the cannabis industry, Silver Leaf CBC, where it was
the first ERP solution built and approved on Microsoft’s Business Central AppSource platform.
He received a B.S. in both accounting and finance from Regis University, in Denver, CO. He later returned for his MBA, with
an emphasis in Strategic Management. Alex also holds various certifications, including Project Management Professional
(PMP), Professional Scrum Master (PSM-I), and Professional Scrum Product Owner (PSPO-I), and is a member of the Project
Management Institute (PMI). When he’s not working, he enjoys time with his family, hiking, biking and exploring the outdoors
near their home in Colorado.
Nick Brait, General Counsel
Nick is an attorney and entrepreneur who has been active in the cannabis industry in Colorado since 2013. He has degrees
in Finance and Political Science from Southern Methodist University and studied law at the University of Arizona prior to
moving to Denver to join the emerging cannabis industry. Nick has consulted and provided legal services for many companies
in the Colorado cannabis industry in addition to owning and operating several ancillary businesses in the state. As General
Counsel for PHCG, Nick manages a large, varied portfolio of legal and operational matters for the Company. Nick is the proud
owner of two cats and a dog, and he enjoys hiking, snowboarding, and playing music.
Sherry Andersen, Corporate Communications
Sherry Andersen is the director of Corporate Communications. She brings more than 25 years of experience from the
financial industry where she served in senior management positions in Capital Markets for various broker/dealers. Sherry
was responsible for managing the placement of hundreds of public and private transactions involving both start-ups and
well-known U.S. companies totaling more than several billion dollars. She is a relationship builder and is passionate about
connecting with shareholders and the investment community to share the Pure Harvest story and vision. Her expertise
creates value at the intersection of seed to sale and capital structures in the cannabinoid industry. Sherry is a Colorado native
and enjoys the outdoors with her twin teenage daughters.

Competition

The cannabis sector is highly competitive and is likely to become more so over time, as portions of the industry consolidate
further. In terms of Pure Harvest Colorado, the competition is primarily local, at least for the time being. As discussed in the
relevant section, we believe that Pure Harvest Colorado is very well positioned competitively vis-à-vis the other two retail
dispensaries in Dumont Colorado. Regarding this subsidiary, we view the competition as relatively moderate at this point in
time.
Test Kitchen, however, faces a much higher degree of potential competition due to its focus on building one or more national
brands – either its own brand, or those of its white label customers. Its current product offering is solid, and it has shown good
initial sales traction with several white label customers, which we find encouraging. That said, most of its current products are
not dissimilar from many others also on the market, with the notable exception of its patent-pending Compound 612, which
is a potential game changer. In this case, we will have to see if the Company succeeds at obtaining patent protection for its
innovation; if it does, it will be in an enviable position indeed. If it does not, then the degree of its success will come down to
its formulation prowess and the degree to which it can out-market its myriad competitors.
Given the relative lack of importance that Pure Harvest Michigan and DC Energy Group currently have to the Company’s
current and likely future valuation, we have not included them in this section. PHM will clearly face myriad competitors in
the Michigan market, and the competitive landscape faced by DC Energy Group is entirely beyond the scope of this report.
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Risks

PHCG is an early-stage, cash flow negative growth company focused on mergers and acquisitions, and as such is subject to
myriad risks that affect all companies at such an early stage of growth. However, in addition to these risks PHCG is subject
to several industry-specific and company-specific risks.

Legal/Regulatory Risk

Regarding PHCG and all other companies operating in the marijuana and hemp industry, there is risk that the current U.S.
federal laws pertaining to marijuana will persist and begin to be enforced even in those states that have made all cannabis
fully legal for all uses and reasons. We view this as a near-impossibility at this point given the recent regime change we have
experienced in the United States.
However, interestingly, we see some business risk in the full federal legalization of marijuana for PHCG. Ironically, full and
complete recreational-use legalization might actually hurt the Company, at least in terms of the value of its Compound
612. This is an important component of value for the Company, and one that would be all but valueless if recreational use
marijuana were federally legalized in the short-term. Over the medium to long term, we see this as a less important risk, as
by that time the Company should have already been able to establish its national brand, giving its offering broad defensibility.
Also, while the Company believes that it will be able to legally sell products containing less than 0.3% THC nationwide with
Compound 612, there is no guarantee that this will hold to be true. Based on our reading of the lawyers’ analysis of the
legality of the Company’s strategy, there is some risk that certain provisions of the Farm Improvement Act of 2018 are open
to interpretations that could negatively impact the Company’s ability to proceed as planned.

Capitalization Risk

Although the Company has shown significant success at raising outside capital from various institutional and non-institutional
sources, it is nevertheless a risk that its current business model would be harmed or even outright destroyed should the
capital markets environment make fundraising much more difficult than it is today. While we view the likelihood of this risk
event’s occurrence to be very low, we must acknowledge that the magnitude of this risk event, were it to occur to a very
serious degree, could be nothing short of catastrophic for PHCG, especially if it were to occur during the next six to twelve
months while the Company is still cash flow negative to a significant degree. We also must note that from FYE 2019 to FYE
2020, the Company’s cash position fell from $1,665,247 to $856,844, representing a decline of 48.5%. We do not believe
that the Company is dangerously undercapitalized now, however, although it surely must have a future capital raise planned
for the near future.

Financial Analysis and Model

Pure Harvest Corporate Group employs an acquisition-based approach to building its business, and both its balance sheet
and our profit and loss model reflect that.

Balance Sheet, FYE 2020

For a company at its current stage of development, we believe that the Company’s balance sheet looks fairly healthy. It has
over $4 million in shareholder equity with less than 50% of that consisting of goodwill. We also note that nearly $1.9 million
of the Company’s long-term liabilities are classified as “derivative liabilities,” which is correct GAAP treatment for this item,
but also lists as debt something that requires no cash repayment. Also on the positive side we note its “intangible assets”
value of approximately $2.4 million in 2020 vs. $0 in 2019, which we believe to be related to the value of the Company’s
growing portfolio of cannabis production and sale licenses.
On the negative side of our balance sheet analysis, the only item that really concerns us in terms of asset quality is the
Company’s recorded $2.75 million long-term “notes receivable” asset. This is owed to the Company by Pure Harvest Michigan
(a.k.a. How Smooth It Is) and based on this Company’s track record of non-payment, we believe it is at least 50% likely that in
lieu of this amount the Company will end up owning How Smooth It is – in which it has already invested $1.5 million in cash
– and a collections case vs. its Founder.
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Our Profit and Loss Model

We included only the Company’s Pure Harvest Colorado and Test Kitchen subsidiaries in our forecast models, as we believe
that most of the value inherent in the shares of PHCG is directly related to the likely future performance of these two
subsidiaries.

Pure Harvest Colorado

Based on the Company’s current expansion plans in Colorado, which include both a greatly expanded medicinal and recreational
grow/extraction operation and a larger and upgraded retail footprint, we modeled 2021 growth at a high rate, albeit on a very
low initial revenue level. We then modeled rapid but slowing growth through the end of 2023. Investors should note that,
while our model is based on a geometric sequential growth rate, the actual revenues of Pure Harvest Colorado are likely to
be lumpier and will ultimately look more like a step function than a smooth curve. We modeled it with a smooth curve due
to the inherent unpredictability of the timing of the step-ups (due to completion of new production capacity and retail sales
areas); ultimately, however, our curve should approximate the subsidiary’s future historical sales. Also, note that our growth
expectations for this subsidiary are basically in line with those of management.

Test Kitchen

In terms of Test Kitchen, however, our expectations are not in line with those of management’s guidance, as we believe they
are radically reducing their own internal expectations in their communications with the Street. Therefore, we have created
our model based on what we believe to be a more realistic “mid case” of the results Test Kitchen will likely generate. However,
our approach is limited in that we have only a single set of forecast numbers that, while realistic on a risk-adjusted basis, are
likely to be very unrealistic in terms of the probability distribution of Test Kitchen’s likely future results. If we could model
a probability distribution for these likely future results, it would be polarized to a significant extent. In other words, if this
subsidiary is successful in its quest to use Compound 612 to distribute consumer products containing recreationally relevant
levels of hemp-derived THC to the 33 states that do not currently have legal recreational sales of marijuana, then its future
sales are likely to far exceed our estimates. This will be especially true if Test Kitchen is successful in its patent application
for its THC purification and product creation methods. If, however, its products are deemed to be unlawful (which we view
as highly unlikely given the legal opinion on this that the Company has already received), and/or if it fails to succeed with
its patent application and its methods become commonplace, then its results may very well be significantly lower than our
estimates. This creates somewhat of a conundrum from a modeling perspective, which we have chosen to solve by modeling
a mid-case that we believe is still relatively conservative given what the actual probability distribution of Test Kitchen’s future
revenues seems to be at this time.

Comparables Analysis

In conducting our peer group analysis, we must first note that PHCG’s trailing price to sales (ttm P/S) multiple of 38.8 is
artificially skewed upwards because its 2020 sales were nominal compared to our forecast of 2021 sales, which we believe
will increase by approximately 2400% versus 2020 sales. Note that this forecast growth is based on a very low 2020 sales
base of just $735,690 that came only from PHCO, which was not even acquired until H2 of 2020; it includes no sales from
Test Kitchen whatsoever.

PHCG Comparables Universe
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Considering that many cannabis operators currently have negative operating margins (including larger operators such as
NasdaqGS-listed Canopy Growth), we view trailing P/S ratios to be the best valuation metric in this industry, especially when
taken in light of its high forecast growth rates. Unfortunately, only three of the companies in our peer group have analyst’s
sales and earnings estimates upon which we can base forward growth rate assumptions. The mean forward P/S ratio for
these three companies is 5.3, and their earnings forecasts imply a mean forward P/E ratio of 87.8; these same stats for PHCG
are 1.5 and 8.3, respectively. The mean market cap of these three companies is also much higher than most others in the peer
group, at $3.06 billion, versus PHCG’s current fully-diluted market cap of just $28.2 million.

Valuation Analysis

In arriving at our 12-month target price for PHCG shares, we considered several factors, namely relative forward P/S ratios,
forward P/E ratios, and risk-discounted comparison of the Company’s forward P/S ratio vs. its peer group’s current ttm P/S
ratio.

Comparison of Forward Price-to-Sales (P/S) and Forward Price-to-Earnings (P/E) Ratios

Given the dearth of available forecast data, we are limited to just three peer group companies in this analysis. All three are
much larger and more established than PHCG is, slightly reducing the validity of the comparison, but this is mitigated by
the fact that we are able to use what we consider the best two valuation metrics for this industry, namely forward P/S and
forward P/E in this analysis. As is readily apparent, the market is currently awarding PHCG a forward P/E ratio of less than
10% of the comparison group’s mean forward P/E ratio, and a forward P/S ratio of only 28% of the comparison group’s mean
forward P/S ratio. These both suggest that PHCG is being undervalued by the market. The key question, however, is “to
what extent?”

Based on the lower degree of risk inherent in the three enterprises comprising this comparison group, we do not believe that
the Company deserves to trade fully in line with these peers on the basis of forward P/S and forward P/E ratios. However,
we do believe that the market is undervaluing the Company based on these same ratio values and judge that a forward P/S
ratio of 3.0 to 3.6 for the Company would be much more reasonable than its current forward P/S ratio of 1.5. This implies a
fair valuation 100% to 120% higher than PHCG's current value.

Risk-Adjusted Comparison of PHCG’s Forward P/S Ratio vs. Peer Group’s Current P/S Ratio

In this analysis, we computed the forward P/S ratio of the Company based on a 40% discount to our 2021 revenue forecast,
and then compared this risk-adjusted forward P/S ratio value with the full peer group’s current ttm P/S ratio values. We
believe this to be sound analytical thinking because it is based on the premise that in 12 calendar months the Company’s
then-trailing 12-month P/S ratio would be equivalent to what it currently would equal if the Company were 12 months’
further along than it now is. This analytical process, however, is only valid if in our calculations we significantly discount our
2021 revenue forecasts for the Company to account for the financial forecasting risk inherent in our revenue forecast. We
believe that our chosen risk-adjusting discount rate of 40% fairly accomplishes this.
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In the comparison above in the Price/Sales (ttm) column, we are looking at all peer group members’ current ttm P/S ratio,
and PHCG’s forward 12-month P/S ratio, but with the “S” (sales) reduced by 40%. Clearly, a P/S value of 2.5 stands out here
as being significantly too low, especially given the superior nature of comparing with the entire peer group rather than with
just three of its largest four members. Keeping mind that this is already based on a 40% discounted 2021 sales forecast, we
believe a fairer value here would be in the range of at least 5.0 to 6.0, and an argument could be made for values even higher
than that.

Conclusion, Valuation Analysis

In both of our analyses above we arrived at a fair value estimate that was between 100% and 120% higher than the Company’s
current share price entails. If we apply this range to PHCG’s most recent share price of $0.44, we arrive at a valuation range
of $0.88 to $0.968. Therefore, we have set our 12-month share price target for $0.92, just a little below the mean of our
range's boundary values.

Conclusion and Investment Thesis

Pure Harvest Corporate Group is a rather unique company in our experience. It is led by a successful former M&A executive
who knows how to leverage the value of public equity to make accretive acquisitions. It has a subsidiary that could have a
true blockbuster product in Compound 612, which we believe will be even more lucrative if it is awarded a U.S. patent. It
is highly diversified and, based on our conversations with management, likely to become more so in the near future. And
perhaps most importantly, based on our financial model and forecasts, it appears to be significantly under valued versus its
peer group.
We are guardedly optimistic that PHCG could have 10-bagger+ return potential over the coming two to three years, and are
quite confident that it is now undervalued based solely on its current subsidiaries and their likely performance over the next
12 to 24 months. Therefore, based on the aggregation of the two valuation methodologies we employed in our analysis of PHCG,
we are initiating research coverage with a Buy Rating, and a 12-month price target of $0.92, representing potential appreciation
of approximately 110% from current levels.
Furthermore, if Q1 ’21 and Q2 '21 numbers confirm our investment thesis with additional solid financial performance data,
we would consider upgrading our research rating to a Strong Buy and raising our price target to significant degree. We believe
all risk-tolerant investors should consider an investment in PHCG shares at these levels.
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About Harbinger Research, LLC
Harbinger Research, LLC is one of a new breed of issuer-sponsored research boutiques, providing unbiased equity research coverage to smaller issuers that cannot attract research coverage from traditional brokerage firms’
research departments. Our mission is to help both investors and public issuers by improving the availability of
issuer information and by providing sound, unbiased analysis of our issuer-clients’ businesses, industries, and
current market valuations.
The policies of Harbinger Research, LLC require that all personnel strictly adhere to the CFA Institute’s Code of
Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct, and its Best Practice Guidelines Governing Analyst / Corporate
Issuer Relations. Please see www.cfainstitute.org for more information.

Our Rating System
We rate enrolled companies based on the appreciation potential we believe their shares represent. The
performance of those companies rated “Speculative Buy” or “Strong Speculative Buy” are often highly dependent
on some future event, such as FDA drug approval or the development of a new key technology.
Explanation of Ratings Issued by Harbinger Research
STRONG BUY

We believe the enrolled company will appreciate more than 50% relative to the
general market for U.S. equities during the next 12 to 24 months.

BUY

We believe the enrolled company will appreciate more than 30% relative to the
general market for U.S. equities during the next 12 to 24 months.

STRONG
SPECULATIVE BUY

We believe the enrolled company could appreciate more than 50% relative to the
general market for U.S. equities during the next 12 to 24 months, if certain assumptions
about the future prove to be correct.

SPECULATIVE BUY

We believe the enrolled company could appreciate more than 30% relative to the
general market for U.S. equities during the next 12 to 24 months, if certain assumptions
about the future prove to be correct.

NEUTRAL

We expect the enrolled company to trade between -10% and +10% relative to the
general market for U.S. equities during the following 12 to 24 months.

SELL

We expect the enrolled company to underperform the general market for U.S. equities
by more than 10% during the following 12 to 24 months.
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Analyst Certification
I, Brian R. Connell, CFA, hereby certify that the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect my
personal views about the subject securities and issuers. I also certify that no part of my compensation was, is, or
will be, directly or indirectly, related to the recommendations or views expressed in this research report.

Analyst Highlight
Brian Connell, CFA, Senior Research Analyst

Mr. Connell has over 25 years’ experience in the securities industry, as an equity analyst and portfolio manager,
and as the founder and CEO of StreetFusion (acquired by CCBN/StreetEvents), a software company serving the
institutional investment community. On the sell-side, Mr. Connell served as the technology analyst for Neovest, an
Atlanta-based boutique, and as a Senior Analyst - Internet for Preferred Capital Markets, an investment bank based
in San Francisco. Mr. Connell has also held the position of Executive Director of Marquis Capital Management, a
technology-focused investment management organization.
Mr. Connell holds degrees in Economics and Psychology from Duke University, and is a CFA Charterholder.
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Disclaimer

This report was prepared for informational purposes only. Harbinger Research, LLC (“Harbinger”) was paid
$10,000 by a third party (“third party”) for the preparation and distribution of this research report. All information
contained in this report was provided by the Pure Harvest Corporate Group (the "Company"). To ensure complete
independence and editorial control over its research, Harbinger has developed various compliance procedures
and business practices including but not limited to the following: (1) Fees from covered companies are due and
payable prior to the commencement of research; (2) Harbinger, as a contractual right, retains complete editorial
control over the research; (3) Analysts are compensated on a per-company basis and not on the basis of his/her
recommendations; (4) Analysts are not permitted to accept fees or other consideration from the companies they
cover for Harbinger except for the payments they receive from Harbinger; (5) Harbinger will not conduct investment
banking or other financial advisory, consulting or merchant banking services for the covered companies.
Harbinger did not make an independent investigation or inquiry as to the accuracy of any information provided by
the Company and is relying solely upon information provided by the Company for the accuracy and completeness
of all such information. The information provided in the Report may become inaccurate upon the occurrence of
material changes, which affect the Company and its business. Neither the Company nor Harbinger is under any
obligation to update this report or ensure the ongoing accuracy of the information contained herein. This report
does not constitute a recommendation or a solicitation to purchase or sell any security, nor does it constitute
investment advice. This report does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or
particular needs of any particular person. This report does not provide all information material to an investor’s
decision about whether or not to make any investment. Any discussion of risks in this presentation is not a
disclosure of all risks or a complete discussion of the risks mentioned. Information about past performance of an
investment is not necessarily a guide to, indicator of, or assurance of, future performance. Harbinger cannot and
does not assess, verify or guarantee the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of any information, the suitability
or profitability of any particular investment, or the potential value of any investment or informational source.
Harbinger and its clients, affiliates and employees, may, from time to time, have long or short positions in, buy
or sell, and provide investment advice with respect to, the securities and derivatives (including options) thereof,
of companies mentioned in this report and may increase or decrease those positions or change such investment
advice at any time. Harbinger is not registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment adviser either with
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or with any state securities regulatory authority.
ALL INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,
OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW,
HARBINGER EQUITY RESEARCH, LLC WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR THE QUALITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS,
RELIABILITY OR TIMELINESS OF THIS INFORMATION, OR FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL,
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